
Sufficiently Advanced

Conflict Cheat Sheet
◆ First to declare, first to act. If necessary, use Offense totals to set timing.
◆ Roll your Offense vs. target's Defense, once per timescale
◆ Spend Reserve after rolling to add +1 to a roll, or to re-roll one die
◆ Subtle conflict has hiding parties at -3 to both Offense scores (not rolls)
◆ High roll wins, and deals damage to defensive Reserve:

• 2 points automatic, one in each score
• +1 point for each multiple of target's roll
• +1 point for attacks very hard to avoid
• ±1 point if force difference is ±3
• -1 point if subtle conflict

◆ To escape, roll Escape rather than Defense. Win and spend a reserve to get away.
◆ If you lose when out of reserve, your foe declares victory condition.

Conflicts with identical timescales are compatible. Start lower-scale conflict at will.
Winning a lower-scale conflict gives 4 reserve to use in higher-scale conflict.
Escaping a lower-scale conflict does not extricate you from a higher-scale one.
Metatech timescales: decade - year - month - week - day - hour - 10 min - min - 10 sec - sec

The table below gives some typical values for use in offense and defense.
Items in bold are the force score for that conflict, which makes assaults harder to avoid.
Metatech-based conflicts can change timescale based on intent and differences in score.

Conflict Type Offense Defense Escape Timescale
Phys. Combat Nano+Soldier String+Soldier Nano+Stealth Seconds
Mesh-Hacking Cog+Program Cog+Program Meta+Program Seconds
Fast Argument Meta+Politics Meta+Media Cog+Politics 10 Seconds
Meme Assault Meta+Politics Meta+Media Cog+Media Minutes
Nano Bloom Nano+NTEng Cog+Crisis Bio+Athletics Minutes
Debate Meta+Politics Cog+Media walk away 10 Minutes
Manhunt Nano+Police Bio+Outdoor Nano+Outdoor Hours
Ad Campaign Meta+Media Cog+Media Cog+Legal Days
Interrogation Meta+Police Meta+Criminal Nano+Criminal Days
Biowarfare Cog+BioEng Cog+Medical Meta+Politics Days
Nanowarfare Nano+NTEng Cog+Crisis Cog+Locality Weeks
Research Blitz Cog+Research Meta+Spy Meta+Media Weeks
Polit. Camp. Meta+Politics Meta+Media Meta+Finance Months
War String+Soldier Nano+Soldier Meta+Politics Months
Cold War Meta+Finance Nano+Spy Meta+Politics Years
Psychohistory Meta+MTEng Cog+Politics Meta+Locality Years

Bio substitutes for String at half its rating.


